
Enchanted Celebrations 
Ambient Lighting Procedures: Independent Contractors 

Policies, Procedures, and Best Practices  
For Successful Ambient Lighting Operations 

 
1. Introduction: The continual upkeep of gear is crucial to the successful 

completion of our events. It is imperative that we follow the procedures outlined 
below in order to ensure that our gear is properly stored, used, and maintained. 

 
2. Charging Procedures: Ambient Lighting can be easily charged by connecting 

multiple Ambient Lights along the worktable. 
Plug the power cord into the wall and connect the other end into the 
corresponding space on the Ambient Light. 

i. To charge, put the Load Switch in the “Off” position and the Battery 
Switch in the “On” position. 

 
Connect one end of the charging cord to the charging Ambient Light and 
the other to a seperate Ambient Light. 

ii. Make sure to put the Load Switch in the “Off” position and the 
Battery Switch in the “On” position for all Ambient Lights connected. 
See below image: 



 
 

3. Changing the Color: The color of the Ambient Lighting can be easily changed in 
the event that the client (on the day of their wedding) wants to change the color. 

a. The Ambient Light should be on “CL” mode. If it is not, press the “Mode” 
button until the screen reads “CL” and a number.  

b. Make sure the Ambient Light is turned on with both the Load Switch and 
Battery Switch in the “On” position.  

c. Simply press the “Up” and “Down” buttons to change the color. Colors 
should be notated on the screen numerically, i.e.  “CL_20.” See below 
image: 

 
 

4. Setting Up at an Event: Use the following steps to successfully set up Ambient 
Lighting at an event. 



a. Ambient Lights should be turned on right before cocktail hour (if 
applicable) or prior to the reception and changed to the correct color.. 
They should remain on through the end of the reception (or otherwise 
specified by the client). As aforementioned, the “Battery” and “Load” 
switches should both be turned “On.” Change the color using the “Up” and 
“Down” buttons until the correct number is displayed on the screen. 

b. Ambient Lighting should be spaced out and placed against the walls of the 
reception space. Use the stands to make sure the illuminated side of the 
Ambient Lights are facing upwards. See below images:  

 

 
c. It is important to keep an eye on the Ambient Lights during the event as 

they are often accidentally knocked down. 
d. After the Ambient Lights are correctly set up at the event, take a photo of 

the final product and send them to 
operations@enchantedcelebrations.com.  

mailto:operations@enchantedcelebrations.com


i. Finally, confirm with the client that they are happy with the 
placement and color of their Ambient Lights. 
 

5. Troubleshooting: It’s important to know how to solve the following issues that 
may arise during an event. 

a. The Ambient Light doesn’t charge fully. 
i. As previously mentioned, the charging status of the Ambient Light 

is displayed on the screen as “b0#.” If the Ambient Light is at less 
than 100% per cent before the event, that means it wasn’t fully 
charged.  

ii. If, while charging the Ambient Light, it doesn’t fully charge, try 
switching out the charging cord and plugging directly into the outlet 
(remove it from the chain of charging Ambient Lights if it is currently 
in one). 

b. The Ambient Light is flashing. 
i. If the Ambient Light is flashing, then the Mode must have been 

accidentally changed to “AP.” Simply click the Mode button until the 
screen displays “CL” again.  

c. The Ambient Light has accidentally been hit and has changed modes. 
i. If the Ambient Light has been knocked over and accidentally 

changed modes, click the Mode button until the screen displays “CL 
again.”  

d. The Ambient Light has accidentally been hit and has been turned off. 
i. Make sure the “Load” and “Battery” switches are both turned to 

“On.” 
e. The Ambient Light has accidentally been hit and the color has changed. 

i. Click the “Up” and “Down” buttons until the correct color number is 
displayed on the screen. 

f. The Ambient Light display turns on but not diodes themselves.  
i. This is a dimmer setting  

6. Additional Troubleshooting:  
a. Product Manual 

https://cdb.s3.amazonaws.com/ItemRelatedFiles/6935/megagobar50rgba.
pdf  

https://cdb.s3.amazonaws.com/ItemRelatedFiles/6935/megagobar50rgba.pdf
https://cdb.s3.amazonaws.com/ItemRelatedFiles/6935/megagobar50rgba.pdf

